
Create your own visual 
aid to recall the 

representation of the 
7days of creation in 

Christianity. 

How many days did it 
take God to create the 

world?

What happened on the 
7th day of creation?

How would a atheist 
challenge this order?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ean_aMNkAgM


How was the world 
created?

Learning focus: To understand Christian beliefs about creation.

Tuesday, 15 September 
2020

Describe Christian beliefs about Creation 

Explain the importance of the creation story to Christians today. 

Compare literal and non-literal views on Biblical accounts of Creation

Challenge the Christian beliefs about Creation from an atheist perspective



Literal interpretation- what it states is fact (Creationists)

(Creationists)

Liberal interpretation-the text is symbolic, metaphorical, has a deeper meaning (Compatibility)

Atheist response 





Wait say that again ….

A literalist is the same as a ……?

A metaphorical is the same as …..? 

And a Creationist doesn’t agree with….? 

But a non literalist agrees with…..? 

But they both believe….?  



How would a non-literalist explain this 
quote?

How would a literalist explain this quote?

What would they both believe 
this reveals about God’s 

nature?

What challenges arise from this 
quote (clue; is the world perfect)? 



What about the creation of humanity? 

AMBER 
Implies 
Suggests 
Shows 
Demonstrates 
Highlights 

+ GREEN
Also 
Another
In addition
Furthermore
Taking this further 

+ BLUE 
Perhaps 
Maybe 
Could 
Might
Possibly

How many keywords can you 
include?

Perfect

Judgement 

Free will

Stewardship

God’s nature

Responsibility 



Explain two ways the biblical account of 
Creation can be understood.(4)

• Simple reason + a connective and expand  x2

Firstly, one way the biblical 
account can be understood 
is… (+evidence, impact)…

NEW PARAGRAPH 

Secondly, another way the 
biblical account of Creation 
can be understood (point)… 

(+evidence, impact) …

L1 Simple reason

L2 Developed reason

L3 Simple reason + developed reason

L4 Two developed reasons

Assessed by:
WWW:

EBI:

Key words 
Literalist

Non-literalists



What does literal mean?
What is a creationist?

What is a non literalist?
What is the Holy Trinity?

Why is Genesis 1:27-8 important to Christians? “in the 
image of God…”

How might a creationist and liberal respond to the quote 
“Let there be light”?

Progress Check 



Why is the fact that it is 
always ‘orderly’ make it 

reliable?

Does this make the 
creation story valid or 

invalid? 

Name an issue with this. 

Luke writes “Many have undertaken to draw up an account of the things that 
have been fulfilled among us, just as they were handed down to us by those 
who from the first were eyewitnesses and servants of the word. With this in 
mind, since I myself have carefully investigated everything from the beginning, I 
too decided to write an orderly account for you, most excellent Theophilus, so 
that you may know the certainty of the things you have been taught.”

Is this a strong argument about the accounts of creation in the Bible, why and 
why not? 



‘The biblical account of creation is a 
metaphor’



Name a keyword from this lesson to leave 
• Creationist – the belief that the world was created in a literal 6 days as told in 

Genesis (scientific/historical account)
• Literal view – Some Christians believe the Bible account is literally true and God 

created the world exactly as it says. 
• Metaphorical view – Some Christians believe the story of creation is a metaphor and 

not literally true. They say the story helps people to understand that God is the 
creator of everything.

• Evolution – the process by which different species have developed from other forms 
over time.

• Big Bang Theory - scientists use for the most common theory of the universe, from 
the very early stages to the present day.

• Conservation – protecting something from being damaged or destroyed.
• Environment – our world around us
• Free will – having the freedom to choose what to do
• Stewardship – looking after something so it can be passed on to the next generation



Creation
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